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Polarization conversion spectroscopy
of hybrid modes
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Enhanced polarization conversion in reflection for the Otto and Kretschmann configurations is introduced as
a new method for hybrid-mode spectroscopy. Polarization conversion in reflection occurs when hybrid modes
are excited in a guiding structure composed of at least one anisotropic medium. In contrast to a dark dip, in
this case modes are associated with a peak in the converted reflectance spectrum, increasing the detection
sensitivity and avoiding confusion with reflection dips associated with other processes, such as transmission.
© 2009 Optical Society of America
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Waves incident on the surface of an anisotropic me-
dium can be reflected with a polarization orthogonal
to the incident one [1]. In natural crystals, this con-
version of polarization states is small for incidence
below the critical angle [2] and increases under total
reflection conditions [3]. Total conversion has been
predicted in corrugated structures [4] and in metallic
interfaces supporting plasmons [5–7]. Structures us-
ing anisotropic thin films have shown an enhance-
ment of this polarization conversion [8]. Of impor-
tance, similar structures can support different kinds
of hybrid guided modes. A special case includes sur-
face waves (SWs) supported at the interfaces be-
tween anisotropic and isotropic media [9]. These
SWs, referred to as Dyakonov SWs, are hybrid waves
existing under special conditions that have been re-
cently observed thanks as a result of the polarization
conversion effect in the Otto–Kretschmann excitation
scheme [10]. Under this scheme, the usual dip in a
bright background observed in reflection (conserving
polarization) was replaced by a bright peak in a dark
background for the orthogonal polarization. Addition-
ally, reflection dips that are not associated with
modes of the structure, as can be transmission, did
not result in a peak in the polarization-converted im-
age. This provided a higher contrast and specificity,
making possible the observation of Dyakonov SWs.

In addition to increasing contrast, the results in
[7,8,10] suggest that in the Otto–Kretschmann con-
figuration, the hybrid nature of any existing mode is
related to the enhanced polarization conversion ef-
fect. The aim of this Letter is to theoretically demon-
strate that the mode excitation is related to polariza-
tion conversion that can be used as a new method for
hybrid mode spectroscopy.

Consider a plane arbitrarily polarized monochro-
matic wave with the wave vector kinc incident from a
prism with dielectric permittivity � on a uniaxial

ˆ
crystal characterized by a dielectric tensor � with lon-
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gitudinal �� and orthogonal �� components. The Otto
(O) geometry is achieved when the uniaxial crystal is
separated from the prism by a dielectric medium
(gap) of width � and permittivity �g [Fig. 1(a)]. The
Kretschmann (K) geometry is obtained when the
crystal with thickness � is sandwiched between the
prism and the dielectric medium [Fig. 1(b)]. The labo-

Fig. 1. (Color online) Geometry of the studied systems cor-
responding to the (a) O and (b) K configuration. (c) Dashed
sectors schematically show the values of angle � at which
Dyakonov SWs exist. (d) Effective index qSW in the range of
SW existence for the original Dyakonov (solid curve), O
(dashed curve as marked), and K (dashed curve as marked)
configurations for the following parameters: �g=4.41
�Ta2O5�, �=6.7 (ZnSe), ��=3.97, ��=4.9 �YVO4�, �=4�, q0

�
= �g.
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ratory axes are chosen so that the axis z is orthogonal
to the media interfaces and the axis x is oriented at
an angle � relative to the optic axis C of the crystal.
The interface of the prism coincides with the z=0
plane. The electric field in the prism is written in a
compact form as

Em�r� = �
�

ei
�Ei

�eikincr + �
�,��

er
�Rr

���Ei
��eikrr. �1�

Here �=s�p� specifies the polarization. The index i is
related to the incident wave. Ei

� are the polarization
amplitudes of the incident wave, and r stands for the
reflected one; Rr

��� are the reflection coefficients
(RCs). The polarization vectors are es=ey and ep=es

�q /q, where q=kt /g is the dimensionless wave vec-
tor component parallel to the interface, and g=� /c.
In the laboratory coordinate system q=�� sin �, � be-
ing the incidence angle. The fields inside the isotropic
gap (in the case of the O geometry) and inside the
substrate (for the K geometry) are decomposed using
the same polarization basis. Inside the crystal the
unit vectors for the extraordinary and ordinary
waves are ee=��ex− �ex ·qe�qe and eo=eC�qo, respec-
tively. The z components of the dimensionless wave
vectors qz	=kz	 /g, where 	 specifies the medium, are
qzi=−qzr=�� cos �, qzg= ±��g−q2, qzo= ±���−q2, qze

= ±���−q2�sin2 �+ ��� /���cos2 ��. The sign choice de-
pends on the propagation direction of the correspond-
ing wave.

By matching the tangential components of the
fields at the boundaries z=0 and z=�, we arrive at
the system of linear equations for the unknown RCs.
Then the eigenmodes of the system are the solutions
of the homogeneous system of equations, when Ei

�

=0. The mode dispersion relation is obtained from
the zeros of the determinant of the system. These
equations reduce to the solution for the surface
waves studied by Dyakonov [9] in the limit �→
. Re-
call that these hybrid SWs (with purely imaginary

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a), (b) Squared modulus of the pol
thickness �=4� and for �=46.25°. (a) is for O configuration,

the cross-polarization RCs squared modulus as a function of bo
qzg, qzo, and qze for the given q) exist in a certain
range of angles � under the condition �� ��g���

[Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. An incident wave from one of the
half-spaces cannot couple to the SW directly, since
the phase velocity of the SW is less than that of the
incident wave. The O and K configurations solve the
problem by adding a prism with ���g ,�� ,��. Now, the
radiation leakage is added to the SW, and the wave
incident from the prism at angles exceeding the total
internal reflection one, cos ����g /�, can couple to the
SW [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. However, the radiation leak-
age restricts the angular interval of the SW exis-
tence. For the O configuration the dispersion curve is
mainly cut from the lower angles, while for the K ge-
ometry the curve is cut from the higher angles.

Returning to the inhomogeneous case, we would
like to emphasize that—as follows directly from the
system of equations—�Rr

sp�= �Rr
ps� and �Rr

ss�= �Rr
pp�

when the fields are evanescent both in the isotropic
media and in the crystal. Thus, the reflection of the
plane wave is symmetric relative to the polarizations
of the incident and reflected waves. An example of
the SW excitation for a YVO4 crystal is shown in Fig.
2. For this crystal, and using Ta2O5 as the isotropic
medium, the pure Dyakonov SW exists in the angu-
lar range �� �45.98° ,46,52° �. The vertical arrows in
both (a) and (b) indicate the positions of the angle for
the pure Dyakonov SW �q=qSW�, leaky Dyakonov SW
�q=qLSW�, and the branch points for both the extraor-
dinary wave, qze=0, and the isotropic medium, qzg
=0. The branch point of the ordinary wave, qzo=0, is
far below the interval of incidence angles � shown in
the figure. The spectral position of the leaky Dya-
konov SW virtually coincides with the angle of RCs
maximum, where enhanced polarization conversion
takes place [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. The width of the
resonance curve depends on the gap thickness as
shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). For each fixed � there is
an optimal value of � corresponding to the best com-
promise between coupling strength and radiation

ation RCs as functions of the incidence angle � for a gap
s for K configuration. (c) and (d) render the contour plot for
ariz
(b) i
th � and �. All parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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leakage. Interestingly, when � increases, the required
angle of incidence evolves toward the value corre-
sponding to the pure Dyakonov SW, demonstrating
that polarization conversion is related to the hybrid
mode in the structure.

The transformation process and excitation of the
SW can be visually demonstrated by plotting the in-
stant spatial field distribution (Fig. 3). In this figure
we show two projections of the electric field when the
incident wave is s polarized (incident field with y
component only) in the O configuration. The two up-
per insets show the nonresonant case, when the SW
is not excited. Here a strong internal reflection takes
place, resulting in an interference pattern for the Ey
component. In this case, which does not show polar-
ization conversion, all the fields below the prism are
evanescent, and inside the crystal they are distrib-
uted between the ordinary and extraordinary compo-
nents. Under the resonant conditions, shown in two
lower insets, the increase of the field amplitude at
the boundary between the crystal and the gap dem-
onstrates the excitation of the SW. This is connected
with a reduction in the y component of the reflected
wave (resulting in a lower contrast interference pat-
tern) that is converted into the orthogonal polariza-
tion, leading to a strong reflection in the Ez compo-
nent.

The central point of this Letter is that polarization
conversion spectroscopy is restricted not only to Dya-
konov surface waves, but to other structures support-
ing hybrid modes. For example, Fig. 4 shows polar-
ization conversion for the simpler case of a wave-
guide, where four peaks corresponding to the two
first TE- and TM-dominant hybrid modes are clearly
shown. Polarization conversion has also been experi-
mentally observed in a more complex situation in-

Fig. 3. (Color online) Spatial distribution of the real part
of the electric field in the O configuration. The calculations
for the upper panels are done at �=54.23°, while for the
lower panel the incidence angle is �=54.212°. In all panels

ˆ
�=46.25° and �g, �, �, � are the same as in Fig. 1.
volving metals [7], where the excited plasmon was a
hybrid SW that was mainly a TM mode [11].

These results demonstrate the link between excita-
tion of hybrid modes and enhanced polarization con-
version in Otto–Kretschmann geometries. However,
note that analogous resonance effects take place
when hybrid modes are excited not by a prism but by
a periodical structure formed on the surface of the
crystal. In that case the polarization conversion can
be observed both in the zeroth and higher diffraction
orders. As a result, polarization conversion can be
used in all these configurations as a new hybrid-
mode spectroscopic method.
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